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Abstract We review recent trends in phylogeography and
phylogenetics and argue that these two fields stand to be
reunited by the common yardstick provided by sequence and
SNP data and by new multilocus methods for phylogenetic
analysis. Whereas the modern incarnation of both fields was
spawned by PCR approaches applied to mitochondrial DNA
in the late 1980s, the two fields diverged during the 1990s
largely due to the adoption by phylogeographers of microsatellites, in contrast to the adoption of nuclear sequence data
by phylogeneticists. Sequence-based markers possess a
number of advantages over microsatellites, even on the recent
time scales that are the purview of phylogeography. Using
examples primarily from vertebrates, we trace the maturation
of nuclear gene phylogeography and phylogenetics and suggest that the abundant instances of gene tree heterogeneity
beckon a new generation of phylogenetic methods that focus
on estimating species trees as distinct from gene trees. Whole
genomes provide a powerful common yardstick on which both
phylogeography and phylogenetics can assume their proper
place as ends of a continuum.
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Introduction
These are exciting times to be working in the fields of
phylogeography and phylogenetics. We are witnessing an
important revolution in the way data are collected as
genomic tools are being transferred from studies on model
organisms to studies focused on evolutionary or ecological
models or on species of special conservation priority. As
genomic approaches become cheaper and sequencing
technologies allow more efficient surveys, it will soon be
feasible to collect whole genome information for population samples of single species as well as genomic data for
phylogenetic studies with dense taxonomic sampling. This
advance comes as a long-awaited goal of the fields of
phylogeography and phylogenetics as researchers strive for
larger molecular data sets in order to address complicated
problems in population history, demography and speciation. However, the availability of these large amounts of
data also raises analytical challenges and encourages the
development of new methods of analyses. Here we review
these challenges in the context of their evolving fields. Due
to our expertise, we emphasize vertebrate examples,
highlighting results from invertebrates and plants, particularly model species, where applicable.
Transition from single to multiple loci: phylogeography
Phylogeography and phylogenetics may be seen as part of a
continuum that crosses the species boundary (Avise et al.
1987). These two fields, however, have traditionally asked
different questions and used different methodologies, in
particular with reference to sampling methods: phylogeography is concerned with the analyses of evolutionary
processes that occur at the population level for which
extensive population sampling has always been advocated,
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whereas phylogenetics is interested in determining species
or sister-clade relationships for which multiple sampling
within species is, in general, considered less relevant. For
this reason, it is not surprising that major methodological
shifts, being those technological or analytical, would be
experienced differently and at different times in each of
these fields (Fig. 1).
With the widespread use of direct sequencing, mitochondrial DNA became the marker of choice for
phylogeographic studies (Wilson et al. 1985). mtDNA
typically has high evolutionary rates attributed to an inefficient mutation repair mechanism (Brown et al. 1979) that
leads to on average high information content per base pair
sequenced. Also, mtDNA is generally transmitted exclusively through the maternal line and hence genes in this
molecule are single copy and do not generally undergo
recombination (although see Ladoukakis and Zouros
2001a, b for recent, well-documented exceptions in animals). These features were considered ideal for the purpose
of building gene genealogies that were used to infer the
recent history of populations and species and to estimate
population parameters associated with speciation, such as
bottlenecks. The conceptual and technical simplicity of the
phylogeographic approach facilitated the spread of the field
and, early on, population subdivision and population
structure were recognized by strong genealogical structure

Fig. 1 Methodological shifts and evolution of the fields of phylogeography and phylogenetics. The figure depicts the original unity of
these two fields conferred by a focus on mtDNA in the 1980 s. During
the 1990 s, however, although mtDNA was still used in both
phylogeography and phylogenetics, these fields somewhat separate,
in part because of the disparate nuclear markers used by each field.
With the advent of whole genomes and increasing access to the
nuclear genomes of non-model species after the late 1990 s,
phylogeography and phylogenetics stand to be reunited by the
common yardstick provided by DNA sequences and SNP data
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on intraspecific mtDNA phylogenies for a vast array of
taxa (Fig. 2, Avise 2000).
Simulations and empirical observations of the behavior
of mitochondrial gene trees within populations (Avise
2000), as well as the rise of coalescent theory (Kingman
1982a, b), drove home the fact that gene trees are expected
to differ, sometimes substantially, for each sampled locus.
With the new awareness brought on by large scale phylogeographic analyses and gene tree heterogeneity, as well
as early investigations of gene trees in the nuclear genome
(e.g. Palumbi and Baker 1994; Hare and Avise 1998),
criticisms of both the empirical and analytical aspects of
single locus phylogeography became more common. These
criticisms have drawn attention to the tendency of
researchers to over-interpret single gene trees and to ignore
coalescent stochasticity (Knowles and Maddison 2002).
They have also highlighted the dependency of confidence
intervals associated with estimates of demographic
parameters, such as effective population sizes, divergence
times, rates of gene flow, on the number of loci (Kuhner
et al. 1998; Beerli and Felsenstein 1999). In the early
1990s, in anticipation of larger multilocus data sets,
genealogical concordance across independent loci was
advocated as a means of distinguishing between spurious
phylogeographic breaks and true vicariant events, under the
assumption that similar gene genealogies estimated from
multiple loci must arise from a common historical event
rather than from arbitrary divisions within populations
(Avise and Ball 1990). Such an approach was also most
appropriate when ancestral polymorphism was low or
absent. Although the multilocus perspective envisioned by
Avise and Ball was articulated nearly 20 years ago,
assessing genealogical concordance in multi-locus studies
is still a challenge in phylogeographic studies of non-model
organisms.
Also common was the criticism that the exclusively
maternal inheritance of mtDNA renders population inferences based solely on this marker unrepresentative of the
whole genome. This criticism becomes most apparent
when patterns of mtDNA variation can be contrasted
directly with other haploid chromosomes, such as the Y
chromosome in mammals, or with autosomes. While
studies employing mtDNA and autosomal markers such as
microsatellites are routine today, assessing male and
female dispersal patterns through comparisons with sex
chromosome variation is less common outside of studies on
humans, mostly because the relevant sex-linked markers
are not widely available for non-model species. By contrast, in studies on humans, Y-chromosome variation has
yielded detailed comparisons with mtDNA, revealing systematic differences between the sexes in dispersal and
population structure (e.g. Wilder et al. 2004). Nonetheless,
together these criticisms accelerated the transition from
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Fig. 2 Example of a
mitochondrial phylogeographic
study. Here population structure
is inferred from strong
genealogical structure on
intraspecific mtDNA gene tree.
Figure adapted from Edwards
(1993). SE, Southeast; CE,
Central East; CY, Cape York;
NG, New Guinea; TE, Top End;
Pi, Pilbara

single-locus to multilocus phylogeography in all taxonomic
groups, and helped intensify the search for versatile
markers in the nuclear genome.
Transition to multilocus phylogenetics
In phylogenetics the transition from single locus to multilocus analyses had different causes than for
phylogeography, although many of the early debates also
emerged from studies on mtDNA. The overall trend toward
amassing larger data sets—particularly once entire mitochondrial genomes were accessible—was driven by the
recognition that larger datasets would include more informative sites that would increase nodal support. One
impetus to move beyond single locus phylogenetics
emerged from debates on ‘total evidence’ and on whether it
was better to combine different sources of data resultant
either from different genes or from molecular and nonmolecular datasets (morphology, behavior, etc.) (e.g. Kluge
1989; Bull et al. 1993). At the center of discussions about
combining different molecular data sets was the conclusion
that different genes could evolve in such radically different
ways, and that their phylogenetic signals and substitution
processes could be so divergent, that analyzing such partitions together could be analytically challenging (Bull
et al. 1993). Such fears have been partly allayed in recent
years by sophisticated methods for partitioning data and
allowing models of nucleotide substitution to vary between
partitions to enhance phylogenetic signal (Nylander et al.
2004). There was also the acknowledgement that gene trees
could differ from one another, particularly in cases of rapid

speciation, such situations were raised as a challenge to
phylogenetics and in such cases combining data was discouraged (Bull et al. 1993). For example, mitochondrial
paraphyly appears to be quite common (Funk and Omland
2003) and these situations will guarantee heterogeneity
among nuclear gene trees.
The heterogeneity of the substitution process across
genes was seen by some as a boon for phylogenetic analysis. Initial calls for using multiple loci for a particular
phylogenetic problem came largely from a demonstrated
superiority of data sets that encompassed different mutation rates and substitution patterns, each containing
information for resolution of different levels of the tree
(Cummings et al. 1995; Otto et al. 1996). By analyzing
such markers in concatenated datasets, it was hoped that
the potential conflict across loci would cancel out and that
loci with different rates would resolve different portions of
the clade of interest. These discussions did not specifically
address the issue of genetic independence of the loci being
studied, since heterogeneity of gene trees was generally
considered minor. Instead these early discussions focused
on variation in sequence substitution processes, and in
many cases focused the discussion on mtDNA and assumed
complete linkage of the loci being studied (Cummings
et al. 1995).
The link between more genes, longer sequences, and
increased nodal support was inherent in the practice of
concatenation, which tacitly places a single gene tree on all
genes, whether emanating from the nuclear or organelle
genomes. Indeed, as phylogeneticists reached into the
nuclear genome, the problem that gene trees may
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fundamentally differ from one another or from the species
tree was tacitly resolved by assuming that common signals
would emerge from concatenated datasets, and that the
extent of gene tree heterogeneity was minor enough so as
not to compromise phylogenetic analysis. Although we
now know that concatenation can positively mislead phylogeny in some situations (Kubatko and Degnan 2007),
concatenation is probably reasonable over a wide range of
shapes and depths of phylogenetic trees, particularly when
dealing with phylogenies characterized by long branches as
measured in coalescent units (Fig. 3). In the phylogenetic
tradition, those instances in which heterogeneity of gene
trees for a particular data set was investigated, the discordance found was often ascribed not to independent
realizations of the lineage sorting process but rather to
sampling error at the level of nucleotides and nucleotide
substitution models, an assumption inherent in most tests of
congruence among data sets, such as likelihood ratio tests or
the ILD test (Huelsenbeck 1996; Leigh et al. 2008). In most
analyses, even today (except perhaps for microbial studies),
the tacit assumption is that all genes do in fact have the
same gene tree, that these gene trees are congruent with and
converge on the species tree, or that concatenation will ironout any inconsistencies in phylogenetic signal among genes
(e.g. Rokas et al. 2003). Many researchers have found that
the number of informative sites in any individual nuclear
gene is small and its phylogenetic resolution poor, and have
resolved to increase this resolution at the level of gene trees
by concatenating multiple genes together.
Fig. 3 Contrast between
species tree and gene trees. This
figure depicts important lessons
and parameters derived from
population-level studies and
coalescent theory that are being
used in field of phylogenetic
inference of species trees. The
figure shows that the stochastic
sorting of alleles due to drift is
dependent on both the effective
population sizes of current
(NA – ND) and ancestral
populations (NAB and NABC)
and the species tree branch
lengths, i.e., the times between
the internodes (TABC–TAB).
Also, gene trees often differ
from the species tree in
topology and in branch lengths.
TSp and dots represents
speciation time between species
A and B, and t1, t2, t3 represent
divergence times for genes
sampled from species A–C
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Truly genomic approaches to phylogenetics (‘phylogenomics’) were driven by whole genome sequences of
model organisms and have been progressively extended to
other taxonomic groups due in part to the significant
investment on tree-of-life initiatives (http://www.nsf.gov/
pubs/2002/nsf02074/nsf02074.html). This new wave of
molecular data raised new analytical challenges and has
highlighted the need for new methods of analyses. One
consequence of the using large numbers of independent
loci in phylogenomics has been an increasing appreciation
of the heterogeneity of gene trees, whether due to coalescent variation or to taxonomically less widespread causes
such as horizontal gene transfer (Delsuc et al. 2005).
Although the power of phylogenomics datasets has been
impressive, they have lead to an increasing avoidance of
the assumptions embodied in concatenation and of the
sufficiency of single trees to describe all components of a
genome (Rokas et al. 2003; Pollard et al. 2006). On a
smaller and lower taxonomic scale, multilocus phylogenetic datasets have begun to emerge for non-model species
and here, too, it has become obvious in many cases that
assuming a single tree for all genes investigated is mistaken
(Tosi et al. 2003; Bensch et al. 2006). However, even for
non-model species, the impact of new sequencing technologies will be profound. Both Solexa and 454 sequencing
approaches are beginning to be applied to non-model
species (Binladen et al. 2007; Meyer et al. 2007; Vera et al.
2008), and these approaches will not only increase by
several orders of magnitude the number of loci and
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individuals that can be studied, but, because of their focus
on single molecule sequencing, will avoid some of the
problems with haplotype estimation that currently plague
data sets produced by traditional dideoxy sequencing of
diploid PCR products.

Multilocus phylogeography: state of the art
The rise of multilocus analyses is deeply embedded in the
development of in vitro amplification methods (PCR) and,
later, genomic approaches, as first applied in model
organisms. As experimental approaches to the development
of new markers become easier, researchers increasingly
developed new markers for specific projects, rather than
using primers designed from other species, such as the
‘universal’ cytochrome b primers of Kocher et al. (1989);
(see also Zhang and Hewitt 2003). Such a ‘bottom up’
approach was especially useful when one preferred to
emphasize a particular class of markers, such as microsatellites, but it is gradually being eroded as whole
genomes become available for a greater diversity of representatives from the Tree of Life. Whole genomes make
primer design for the focal species trivial, hence it is not
surprising that many of the first multilocus phylogeographic studies were carried out with humans (e.g.
Harpending et al. 1998; Pluzhnikov et al. 2002), Drosophila (e.g. Wang et al. 1997; Machado et al. 2002),
Arabidopsis (e.g. Innan and Stephan 2000) and other model
species (Whitfield et al. 2006; Hernandez et al. 2007). The
availability of whole genomes and large-scale SNP surveys
performed on model organisms promote the use of these
resources among related species and clades. In primates,
for example, the availability of the human and chimp
genomes promoted multilocus phylogeographic analyses of
other great apes (e.g. Osada and Wu 2005; Thalmann et al.
2006). Additionally whole genomes allow precise positioning of target loci relative to one another, in order to
incorporate linkage into phylogeographic studies. Thus in
birds, the availability of the chicken genome and the trace
archive of the zebra finch genome has led to the design of
more than 200 PCR primer pairs targeted toward conserved
exons flanking introns evenly spaced throughout the avian
genome, a major resource for avian population genetics
(Backström et al. 2008).
Sequence-based markers
In an early review of the field of nuclear gene phylogeography, Zhang and Hewitt (2003) suggested that the
success of the genetic studies of natural populations was in
large part due to the widespread use of mtDNA and
microsatellites. The former enabled the genealogical
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approach and the application of coalescent and phylogenetic tools for population-level questions, and the later
made possible multilocus inferences of highly polymorphic
markers. However, these authors recognized that important
limitations of these two marker classes slowed the development of the field and that further developments waited
for the development of new markers. In particular, they and
others (Zink and Barrowclough 2008) have pointed out that
microsatellites are challenging to study due to their complex mutation process; microsatellite mutation rates may
vary across loci and across alleles within the same locus,
and comparative analyses across taxa are often made
impractical due to mutation bias and different rates of
evolution among lineages (Rubinsztein et al. 1999; Ellegren 2004). Extremely high evolutionary rates, size
homoplasy and other genotyping artifacts (e.g. null alleles
and allele dropouts) also pose severe limitations to the
analysis of microsatellites (Hedrick 1999; Rubinsztein
et al. 1999). It is also the case that microsatellites often use
statistics that cannot be directly compared with those used
to describe mitochondrial DNA; even when parameters
such as divergence time (s) and population size (h) are
estimated using microsatellites, these parameters will have
different units than those for mtDNA, based as they are on
allele arrays rather than nucleotides; by contrast, sequencebased loci and mtDNA can be analyzed with exactly the
same statistics with the same units, keeping in mind of
course the difference in effective population size and
mutation rate (see below). Finally, although the hypervariability of microsatellites was for a long time considered
a boon, it was also recognized that such high variation only
compromised the estimation of some basic demographic
statistics, such as FST, which becomes less meaningful
when the denominator (which usually includes intrapopulation variability) is high (Hedrick 1999, 2005).
Furthermore, although selection can be studied with
microsatellites, particularly when linked relationships
among loci are considered, in general microsatellites do not
lend themselves well to testing for the effects of natural
selection, and there are now many more tests of selection
for coding or noncoding DNA sequence than for microsatellites. In part due to the onslaught of genomic
information, and the increasingly realistic goal of comparing phylogeographic histories on a common genomewide scale, it has become evident that comparisons
between different genomic regions, genes, and species are
much easier with DNA sequence data that can be aligned
across multiple hierarchical levels.
Nuclear coding sequences (or exons) typically show low
levels of intraspecific variation, and due to the existence of
many other appropriate classes of nuclear markers, they are
rarely used for population inference. Among the classes of
non-coding nuclear DNA, introns are now popular in
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multilocus phylogeographic analyses (e.g. Palumbi and
Baker 1994; Friesen et al. 1997; Bensch et al. 2006).
Taking advantage of the fact that introns sit between two
highly conserved regions, many researchers have adopted
the exon- primed – intron crossing PCR method (Palumbi
1996) to design primers based on exon data available on
Genbank. This approach has been responsible for the collection of nuclear DNA across many taxonomic groups that
span invertebrates, vertebrates, as well plants (see Hare
2001 and references therein). One advantage of using
highly conserved primers is the assurance of amplifying
orthologous copies, an issue that may be critical when
multiple gene copies are a concern. Also, screening the
same loci across many studies will enable comparative
analysis of sequence variation that is useful for rate calibrations and comparative phylogeography. However,
conserved primers may have the drawback of leading to
loci that are adjacent to and tightly linked with sites under
directional or background selection, or which may evolve
slowly or violate neutrality assumptions inherent in many
types of statistical analyses.
SNPs and resequencing approaches
Many authors have suggested that single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) will become the marker of choice for
multilocus population analyses, whether as unlinked sites
interrogated individually or as sets of linked sites whose
variation is studied via resequencing (e.g. Brumfield et al.
2003; Zhang and Hewitt 2003). SNPs have simple patterns
of variation and the potential for automated detection, but
more importantly, SNPs have low mutation rates (10-8 to
10-9, Brumfield et al. 2003) and thus low levels of
homoplasy. In general large-scale SNP surveys have shown
considerable promise for revealing fine-scale population
history, for example in humans (Shriver et al. 2004, 2005).
Recently the Illumina platform (Fan et al. 2003) was used
to characterize over 1,000 SNP genotypes in honeybees
that had been detected in trace archives of the genome and
EST databases. This variation was used to unravel their
phylogeographic history in remarkable detail (Whitfield
et al. 2006). However, because SNPs usually are biallelic,
each locus only defines one bipartition in the dataset and
thus many SNPs are necessary to produce robust inferences
of population history. Individual SNPs do not easily yield a
result that is visualized by the locus-by-locus contrast of
gene trees that was primed by the mitochondrial era of
phylogeography. As a result, recent large-scale SNP analyses of phylogeography have utilized analytical approaches
not based on gene trees. Rather, they have built population
trees directly from SNP frequencies (as in studies on
honeybees, Whitfield et al. 2006), or used, for example, the
site frequency spectrum of the SNPs analyzed, particularly
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when estimating demographic parameters (Hernandez et al.
2007). SNPs also lend themselves well to classification
approaches such as principle components or assignment
clustering approaches such as STRUCTURE (Pritchard
et al. 2000). The taxonomic applicability of large-scale
SNP approaches is still restricted to close relatives of
model organisms for which large-scale genome-sequencing
projects are available, but new sequencing technologies
will certainly make these markers a more viable option for
studies of natural populations.
As an alternative to genotyping unlinked SNPs, as in the
honeybee example, researchers have characterized stretches of DNA sequence, often anonymous in nature, with
multiple and linked SNPs. Remarkably, the idea of using
nuclear sequence variation, particularly of anonymous
regions, was originally put forward as early as 1993 by
Karl and Avise (1993), giving anonymous loci almost as
much of an opportunity as microsatellites to become a
workhorse for phylogeography. However, even by that
early date, microsatellites had become available for a
limited number of species (e.g. Tautz 1989; Jorde et al.
1997) and the seductiveness of their hypervariability
caused Karl and Avise’s approach to be ignored. Recently a
number of studies have utilized anonymous regions of the
genome to infer phylogeographic history with some success, and their results illustrate the advantages of linked
SNPs over individual SNPs (e.g. Ross and Harrison 2002;
Dettman et al. 2003; Jennings and Edwards 2005; Carstens
and Knowles 2007b). Such an approach has also been used
on a genome-wide scale (Hernandez et al. 2007). For
example, gene tree heterogeneity can be readily visualized
with anonymous loci or introns, as can variation in rates
among loci (Fig. 4). The use of anonymous loci allows
markers to be selected without reference to their polymorphism, a feature that some workers consider essential
for providing an unbiased description of genomic variation
(Brumfield et al. 2003). By contrast, most studies involving
microsatellites deliberately throw out loci with low polymorphism so as to amplify the signal found within each
locus. Such a practice certainly results in more information
per locus, but also results in a biased view of variation
whose relevance to the rest of the genome is unclear.
Discarding low polymorphism loci amounts to ascertainment bias, a bias that can be addressed (e.g. Rosenblum
and Novembre 2007), but which is generally recognized as
a caveat in many studies that actively select the loci they
study based on information from a subset of study organisms or loci (Nielsen et al. 2004).
In large-scale studies, whether researchers genotype
SNPs individually or resequence homologous regions
among individuals, the most recent wave of genome-scale
SNP analyses reveal that the gene tree approach favored by
phylogeographers for decades is now giving way to
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Fig. 4 Example of the
heterogeneity in topology and
coalescent times that can be
recovered in multilocus
phylogeography when several
independent loci are sampled.
Letters a, h, and c on gene trees
(A, B, and C) correspond to
Poephila acuticauda, hecki, and
cincta as illustrated in the
species tree at lower right. This
figure was adapted from
Jennings and Edwards (2005).
Tree depicted on the lower right
corner is the species tree as
inferred from these data by Liu
and Pearl (2007)

approaches informed by coalescent theory, but nonetheless
abandoning the gene tree paradigm, primarily because
recombination is viewed as a major roadblock to building
gene trees. For example, Hernandez et al. (2007) used the
rhesus macaque genome to sequence 166 regions in three
populations of macaques totaling over 150 kb per individual. Yet they resisted making trees of these regions,
favoring approaches that modeled the site frequency
spectra of SNPs within these resequenced regions. It is
unclear what the relative power of non-gene tree vs. gene
tree approaches are, yet the pervasive issue of recombination cannot be ignored and may ultimately result in
simulation approaches aimed at summary statistics such as
the site frequency spectrum. Additionally, there have been
few discussions of the relative merits of linked vs. unlinked
SNPs in phylogeographic inference. Regardless, it is clear
that patterns of linkage disequilibrium can provide important information on the phylogeographic history of
populations (e.g. Voight et al. 2005), and that such history
can be gleaned without making gene trees. Although many
studies working on non-model species have utilized
nuclear gene trees to inform their analyses, those working
on model systems are often bypassing such approaches in
favor of site-by-site analyses.
Indels
Insertion-deletion polymorphisms were recently proposed as
useful genetic markers for studying natural populations (Väli
et al. 2008). Genome-wide surveys across several taxonomic
groups have revealed that indels are common in humans
(Mills et al. 2006), Drosophila (Ometto et al. 2005), chicken
(Brandström and Ellegren 2007), and canids (Väli et al. 2008).
Väli and collaborators (Väli et al. 2008) using data from

several breeds of dogs and wolf populations compared levels
of heterozygosity between indels and microsatellites and
found a strong correlation between the two, although, not
surprisingly, levels of diversity at indels were substantially
lower than for microsatellites. The advantage of using indels
as molecular markers to study natural populations relies on
them being relatively common and prone to easy methods of
survey. However, the molecular evolution of length polymorphisms remains to be fully understood although the
current progress in the development of explicit models of indel
evolution (e.g. Keightley and Johnson 2004; Miklos et al.
2004) is already making a clear impact in the field of multilocus phylogenetics (Benavides et al. 2007). The recent
interest in characterizing indel polymorphism in natural
populations, as well as the clear utility of retroposons as
intraspecific markers of ancestry (Boissinot et al. 2000;
Shedlock et al. 2004; Konkel et al. 2007), will provide
invaluable insight into population history and the evolutionary
mechanisms of insertion and deletions.
Mutation rates and polymorphism
Initial concerns with the use of nuclear loci to study natural
populations were fueled by the perception that low substitution rates would not yield enough polymorphism to infer
robust gene trees or to estimate demographic parameters at the
population level. Low substitution rate minimizes back
mutations and thus homoplasy in the datasets, but at the cost of
important phylogeographic signals being represented by only
a few mutations. Whenever clades are defined by only a few
diagnostic sites, traditional methods of tree inference may not
unambiguously resolve haplotype relationships, and measures
of nodal support in gene trees would not produce elevated
statistics.
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It is well known that, in many lineages, substitution rates
in mtDNA are substantially higher than for nuclear DNA.
Based on the expected correlation between substitution
rates (D), as measured by D = lt (l = mutation rate, t is
divergence time), it is widely believed that levels of
polymorphism (h = 2Nfl, where Nf is the female effective
population size) in mtDNA will be higher than those of
nuclear DNA (h = 4 Nl, where N is the effective size of
both sexes) by the same proportion as are substitution rates.
But there are important reasons why this latter hypothesis
might not be true, either due to natural selection on
mtDNA, or the much smaller effective population size of
organelle genomes compared to autosomal loci, and there
has been no meta-analysis documenting this trend systematically for nucleotide diversity in nuclear and
organelle genomes. Recently Bazin and collaborators
(Bazin et al. 2006) showed across several thousand species
that as population size increased, heterozygosity in allozymes continued to increase whereas mtDNA diversity
plateaued, suggesting that natural selection routinely places
a ceiling on mitochondrial diversity. In plants, rates of
nucleotide substitution are often faster in nuclear loci than
in the two organelle genomes (Wolfe et al. 1987), and in
fruit flies the rates seem not to differ substantially (Caccone
et al. 1988; see Table 1 in Zhang and Hewitt 2003). A
genomic survey of intraspecific variation from samples of
natural population of a urochordate show extremely high
polymorphism that was attributed to a large effective
population size (Small et al. 2007). Polymorphism across
different regions of the nuclear genome may vary greatly
due to factors such as recombination, functional constraints, or levels of selection (Nachman 2001), and the
precise ratio of nuclear to mitochondrial diversity in nature
will be an important topic for future study. Some studies,
for example in lizards, have shown that interspecific
divergence in nuclear genes is often less than that for
mtDNA, even when intraspecific diversity for nuclear
genes is high, a result that might implicate selection on
mtDNA within species (Dolman and Moritz 2006; Rosenblum et al. 2007).
Statistical analysis of multilocus data
Phylogeographic analyses have come a long way since the
first inferences of population history based on single gene
trees. The concept of ‘‘statistical phylogeography’’
(Knowles and Maddison 2002) formalized the study of
geographic patterns of genetic variation via gene trees by
stressing the importance of defining phylogeographic
hypotheses to be contrasted at the population level, rather
than at the level of gene trees. Here, error due to gene tree
inference and to the stochastic behavior of population
genetic processes is assessed and taken into consideration.
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These ideas were already relevant for single locus phylogeography but became more pertinent for multilocus
phylogeography mainly because multilocus datasets provide the power to accommodate the stochasticity
attributable to the coalescent process (Edwards and Beerli
2000; Wakeley 2002).
Another important consequence for the analysis of
multilocus datasets is that software packages have become
more sophisticated over time, not only in terms of the
number of parameters that can be simultaneously estimated
but also the different phylogeographic scenarios, or null
models, that can be tested in the statistical framework
provided by coalescent theory (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001;
Kuhner 2006; Hey and Nielsen 2007). The use of likelihood and Bayesian statistics are now common in
phylogeographic inference (Hey and Machado 2003;
Beaumont and Rannala 2004). Another trend is the
increased use of summary statistics that combine information from all loci instead of relying on inferences based
on individual tree topologies (Beaumont et al. 2002;
Hickerson et al. 2007). This analytical shift is well
described in Hey and Machado (2003), who noted a conflict between the older, gene tree based approaches to
phylogeography, and the newer approaches that integrate
out gene tree heterogeneity in their focus on parameters at
the level of populations. For example, Slatkin’s s statistic
(Slatkin and Maddison 1989), which was commonly used
to estimate gene flow, and Nested Clade Analysis (Templeton 1998) are examples of methodologies that, due to
their reliance on the inference of specific gene tree topologies, have become less popular. The coalescent models
available now allow researchers to infer historical demographic fluctuations (Bensch et al. 2006), test hypotheses of
lineage sorting versus introgression (Peters et al. 2007),
examine colonization histories (e.g. Rosenblum et al.
2007), confirm ancient differentiation with introgression
(Townsend et al. 2007), and estimate a model of population
divergence that incorporates both contemporary distributions and historical associations (Knowles and Carstens
2007b). Many such approaches can even integrate information obtained from loci with different effective
population sizes, such as mtDNA, X and Y chromosomes,
and autosomes, leading to greater utility.
In addition, the advent of multilocus approaches has, if
anything, caused researchers to move away from a strict
reliance on gene trees, and it is now recognized that the
signal in any one gene tree is less important than the sum of
signals across gene trees and loci (Dolman and Moritz
2006). This shift in perspective has been driven in part by a
diversity of statistical packages that infer demographic
history not by measuring signals in fixed gene trees, but by
integrating over gene trees and thereby incorporating the
uncertainty in gene tree inference into the estimation
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process. Examples of packages that take this approach,
often employing Bayesian statistics, include BEAST
(Drummond and Rambaut 2007), msBayes (Hickerson
et al. 2007), IM (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001), MIMAR
(Becquet and Przeworski 2007), MIGRATE (Beerli and
Felsenstein 1999), and BEST (Liu and Pearl 2007).

How many loci are necessary for phylogeographic
inference?
The optimal sampling strategy among individuals, genes,
and sites within genes for parameter estimation has been
analyzed for estimates of genetic diversity (Pluzhnikov and
Donnelly 1996; Felsenstein 2006; Carling and Brumfield
2007), gene flow (Beerli and Felsenstein 1999), and population growth rates (Kuhner et al. 1998). In general, all
these studies corroborate the conclusion that increasing the
number of loci has a critical effect on the accuracy of the
parameter estimates, although in some cases increasing the
number of individuals or the number of sites per sequence
read is also important (Maddison and Knowles 2006).
Felsenstein (2006) pointed out that when estimating h for a
single population, if the cost of a project depended solely
on the number of sites sequenced, and if there were no
technical impediments to sequencing a large number of
linked or unlinked sites, it would be most efficient to focus
on only 7 or 8 individuals, sampling a single nucleotide per
locus until the study costs are used up! Such a sampling
scheme would seem surprising to most phylogeographers,
who usually prefer to increase the number of alleles
(individuals) at the expense of additional loci. However,
the few studies that have provided guidelines for optimal
sampling (Felsenstein 2006; Carling and Brumfield 2007)
have analyzed very simple situations that few populations
will approximate. Empirical datasets, by contrast, have
many more sources of variation that may elevate the
number of individuals and loci needed to accurately estimate the population parameters. The optimal number of
loci will likely depend on the complexity of the demography being inferred and how much it departs from a
standard neutral model of a single population. This is an
area in need of much more research and the precise allocation among individuals, loci and sites may be complex
and scenario-dependent (Edwards and Beerli 2000; Hickerson et al. 2007; Peters et al. 2007).
Population genomics—Genomic phylogeography
The concept of ‘‘population genomics’’ was introduced to
describe the process of sampling numerous loci within a
genome to identify locus-specific effects from genomewide effects (Black et al. 2001). Likewise, ‘‘genomic
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phylogeography’’ describes the simultaneous sampling of
numerous loci across the genome to infer population history and estimate demographic parameters. Genomic
phylogeography is distinguished from multilocus phylogeography by scale and degree. Multilocus studies usually
focus on a few tens of markers; although a considerable
improvement over single-locus analyses, such studies still
only sparsely sample the full heterogeneity of the drift
process, and inferences may be driven by a few outlier loci.
In genomic phylogeography, by contrast, enough loci are
screened to accurately estimate sampling distributions
across loci, and locus-specific effects will be represented
on the extreme values while genome-wide effects will fall
into the centers of the distribution (Luikart et al. 2003).
Such locus-specific effects may be due to selection,
mutation, or recombination, whereas genome-wide effects
are due to demographic processes such as gene flow,
inbreeding, population growth, or bottlenecks, and that
informs population history. Two main steps are involved in
this process: (1) estimating genome-wide effects and (2)
detecting outlier loci. Luikart et al. (2003) and Storz (2005)
review ways for identifying outlier loci that uses simulated
or empirical null distribution of summary statistics such as
FST or homozygosity. These genomic approaches have
been successfully applied to model species such as humans
(Storz et al. 2004; Teshima et al. 2006), Drosophila (Harr
et al. 2002), and maize (Teshima et al. 2006). The empirical distribution requires that enough loci be sampled (in
the order of hundreds) to build robust null distributions and
avoid erroneous identifications of perfectly good neutral
loci. Examples or methods that use theoretical distributions
are Ewens-Watterson test for neutrality (Ewens 1972;
Watterson 1978), and the FST-outlier test developed by
Beaumont and Nichols (1996).
Do we still need mtDNA?
With the increasing ease of obtaining multiple nuclear loci
it is relevant to ask whether there is still a need for organelle phylogeography in the era of genomics. Zhang and
Hewitt (2003) argue that nuclear data would not completely replace the use of organelle (mtDNA) data but they
will be complementary in the sense that they reveal different aspects of a complex story at different depths of
perception. Due to their different effective population size,
all else being equal, neutral genetic drift will cause divergence between populations to be four-times slower at
nuclear loci, and thus nuclear phylogeographic structure is
expected to be smaller than organelle structure (Moore
1995). Also, mtDNA can yield exceptionally clear views of
phylogeograhic history (e.g., Fig. 1); where mtDNA
exhibits monophyly, nuclear genes invariably exhibit polyor paraphyly (Zink and Barrowclough 2008). For these
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reasons, we do not expect phylogeographers to abandon
mtDNA anytime soon. On the other hand, mtDNA is
increasingly found to be the target of non-neutral processes, a claim that has been made for humans and many
other species (Pluzhnikov et al. 2002; Bensch et al. 2006).
In addition, mtDNA can be in complete linkage disequilibrium with chromosomal regions under strong selection
(such as the W chromosome of birds) and thus prone to
selective sweeps and Hill-Robertson effects. This was
recently studied by Berlin et al. (2007), who showed that
sequence diversity in a mitochondrial coding gene is in
general reduced in birds when compared with mammals.
Although some genome-informed phylogeographic studies
have already abandoned mtDNA, invariably these studies
build on previous work for which mtDNA was essential
and provided the basic groundwork. Given the increasing
ease of collecting large-scale DNA sequence data (Binladen et al. 2007), we suspect that the ‘choice’ of using
nuclear or mitochondrial DNA will rapidly become moot.

Lessons and challenges from the nuclear genome
Recombination and estimating allelic phase
Recombination results in multiple histories within a single
contiguously sampled genomic region, raising the caveat
that gene tree approaches cannot be applied blindly. There
are several strategies to deal with recombination. One may
choose markers that typically show low levels of recombination, but usually such markers correspond to genomic
regions with low polymorphism (Nachman 2001) and
therefore may not be very informative for intraspecific
studies. Alternatively, one may use one of the available
methods, such as the four-gamete test to estimate the
minimum number of recombination events for each
sequence read and then choose the largest stretch of DNA
sequence that complies with the non-recombining
assumptions (Hudson and Kaplan 1985). This method,
however, is sensitive to sample size and strong geographic
structure, and assumes an infinite site model which might
not apply in many cases where mutation rates are fairly
high or effective population sizes are large.
Another strategy is to analyze the data with methods that
incorporate recombination into the model of population
history, such as those available in the computer package
LAMARC (Kuhner 2006) or the newly proposed MIMAR
approach for estimating speciation parameters in the two
population case (Becquet and Przeworski 2007). Few such
methods are available and few attempts have been made to
incorporate recombination into the phylogeographic estimation process, except through coalescent simulations
(Voight et al. 2005).
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An additional technical hurdle in the use of nuclear loci
for phylogeography is determining allelic phase; in fact,
the issues of recombination and phase estimation are largely ignored in higher level phylogenetic studies, with
some justification, since recombination is less likely to
have effects on estimation when divergence times between
species are long and limited sampling within species does
not yield a set of sequences that show evidence of
recombination. We will not review methods for haplotype
inference, except to reiterate Zhang and Hewitt (2003),
who pointed out that such approaches can be divided into
probabilistic or computational methods, and empirical
methods. The most commonly used empirical method is
cloning; several clones are sequenced for each individual
and true phases are determined after ruling out sequencing
artifacts and in vitro recombination events. Probabilistic
methods can be based on maximum-likelihood, parsimony
or Bayesian algorithms, with the most widely used package
being PHASE (Stephens et al. 2001).
Recent phylogeographic studies insist in estimating
allelic phases because they frequently seek to build gene
trees, which usually require resolved haplotypes for inference. However, as we have seen earlier, many large-scale
resequencing studies have opted to analyze their resequencing data using site frequency spectra rather than gene
trees, even when the opportunity for building gene trees is
available. Thus the question of whether to phase or not to
phase will be tightly linked with downstream approaches
used to infer demographic history.

Multilocus phylogenetics
One of the most difficult challenges in phylogenetic
reconstruction is the widespread occurrence of incongruence between alternative datasets. Empirical studies have
shown that incongruence can occur at different taxonomic
levels in the tree of life, and can be generated by both
analytical and biological causes (Maddison 1997; Rokas
et al. 2003). The reigning paradigm is one in which
applying the correct optimality criteria, deep taxon sampling, and an increasing size of sequence data will together
provide robust estimations of phylogenetic history even for
the most difficult problems in phylogenetic reconstruction.
This view is probably justified for a large diversity of
phylogenetic situations. However, it has recently become
evident that resolving many of the tree-of-life nodes is not
just a matter of increased data collection (Nishihara et al.
2005; Rokas et al. 2005; Patterson et al. 2006; Rokas and
Carroll 2006). Recently, efforts have been made to search
for new types of data different from primary sequences that
hopefully have the desired features of high signal-to-noise
ratio that is required for historical inference in phylogenetic
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analyses. Some of these new types of data have been collectively called Rare Genomic Changes (RGC, Rokas and
Holland 2000), and comprise chromosome rearrangements
(Müller et al. 2003), gene order (O’Brien et al. 1998;
Bourque and Pevzner 2002), retroelements (Shedlock et al.
2000), indels (Murphy et al. 2007), gene duplications
(Bowers et al. 2003), etc. Methods involving RGC have
been reviewed elsewhere (e.g. Rokas and Holland 2000;
Delsuc et al. 2005; Edwards et al. 2005), and will not be
reviewed further here. Rather, we emphasize how recent
methodological advances for the analysis of sequencebased markers, in particular from coalescent theory, are
transforming phylogenetic analysis and bridging the gap
with phylogeography.
Although most phylogenetic analysis is focused on
resolving relationships among species and clades, in fact
most phylogenetic methods essentially estimate gene trees
and simply assume a complete correspondence between the
gene tree(s) and the species tree. This assumption will be
correct without a large amount of horizontal gene transfer
or interspecific gene flow, gene duplication, or incomplete
lineage sorting of ancestral alleles (Maddison 1997). Traditional phylogenetic methods that were originally
designed for single gene analyses are still the workhorse of
phylogenomics, despite increasing evidence for heterogeneity in trees for different loci. There is a need for methods
that account for individual and population-level processes
that influence the multilocus behavior of the genome. Such
processes depend on the effective population size, scaled
by the mutation rate (h = 4Nel), and the branch lengths
(time between the internodes also scaled by the mutation
rate lt) as measured in coalescent units (Fig. 3). Because
different regions of an individual’s genome may have
different coalescent histories, different effective population
sizes, and may be evolving at different rates, the genome is
really a collection of gene trees that may be explained by
many different topologies, all correct but all potentially
different from the species tree and from one another
(Fig. 4). In addition there is a need to extend two-lineage
phylogeographic models, such as those incorporated in IM
and MIMAR, to multi-lineage models, or to adopt mathematical approximations that make it easier to do so
(Wakeley 2004).
Empirical studies of multilocus phylogenetics invariably
reveal complex patterns among loci. Machado and Hey
(2003), analyzed 16 loci in several closely related species
of Drosophila and provided one of the first available
empirical examples of the multiplicity of gene trees within
and among closely related species. They demonstrated
highly dissimilar gene genealogies leading to composite
genomes that were explained by partial introgression
between species or differential lineage sorting from polymorphic ancestors. Jennings and Edwards (2005) analyzed
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30 randomly selected loci to study the speciation history of
the Australian grass finches (Poephila), and from the
reconstructed gene genealogies recovered all possible
topologies with considerable variation in coalescent times
(Fig. 4). Pollard et al. (2006) investigated the phylogenetic
relationship among three species subgroups with the genus
Drosophila using whole genomes, and found widespread
incongruence in nucleotide and amino acid substitutions as
well as in indels and gene tree topologies. These results
were most easily explained by incomplete lineage sorting
occurring along the short internodes spanning the two key
speciation events, a conclusion that was supported by the
observation that substitutions supporting the same tree
were spatially clustered or in regions with low
recombination.
As more empirical examples of multilocus approaches
to the study of phylogenetics become available it is
becoming clear that multiple genealogical histories are the
norm rather than the exception, especially when cladogenetic events are separated by short internodes (Rokas and
Carroll 2006) or when speciation is accompanied by differential introgression of the genome (Machado et al. 2002;
Machado and Hey 2003; Hey and Nielsen 2004). All of this
was predicted by empiricists and theoreticians decades ago
(Kingman 1982a, b; Avise and Ball 1990), yet it is only
recently that data sets illustrating these phenomena have
become common, or that the consequences for phylogenetic analysis are becoming better understood (Kubatko
and Degnan 2007).
Statistical phylogenetics: estimating species trees
Although phylogenetic methods for estimating gene trees
from sequence data have achieved an enviable complexity,
and are now able to deal with a myriad of nucleotide
substitution models and rates of evolution, these models all
focus on improving model complexity at the nucleotide
level so as to produce a more accurate gene tree. Only
recently have researchers devoted attention to the second
critical process of inference in phylogenetics, inferring the
species tree from a collection of gene trees. Over the past
20 years, the increased appreciation of coalescent heterogeneity, particularly among closely related species, has
lead to a series of methods that directly address this heterogeneity to inform phylogenetics (Table 1). In this
relatively young tradition, lessons from coalescent theory
are being used to solve complex phylogenetic problems,
such as hard polytomies in the tree of life (Rokas and
Carroll 2006), studies of speciation in rapid radiations
(Shaffer and Thomson 2007), and delimitation of species in
the absence of complete lineage sorting (Knowles and
Carstens 2007a). Most importantly, they have gradually led
to a clear distinction between gene trees and species trees,
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and to the recognition that systematists are fundamentally
interested in the latter (Fig. 1; Table 1).
Methods for inferring species trees from multiple gene
trees have a reasonably deep history (Table 1), going back
really to the dawn of phylogenetics, such as Cavalli-Sforza’s inferences of phylogeny for human populations based
on allozyme and blood group data (Cavalli-Sforza and
Edwards 1967). Methods that use multilocus data to esimtat genetic distances among populations (summarized
in Nei 1987), which are then used to construct a phylogenetic tree of species or populations, can be considered
species tree approaches. Felsenstein’s PHYLIP package
(Felsenstein 1981)has for a long time contained a procedure, contml, which inferred phylogeny based on a genetic
drift Brownian motion model of allele frequency change
proposed by Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards (1967); this is one
of the first phylogenetic models to incorporate an explicit
population genetic model of drift. With the advent of
mtDNA studies and a genealogical view of genetic variation, methods were developed for inferring species trees
from the pattern of ancestry of allelic lineages shared
between species (Takahata 1989), and such approaches
have been extended to multilocus data (Liu 2006). Recent

approaches to species tree inference have utilized MCMC
simulation of genetic variation, either using allele frequencies and summary statistics such as Fst (Nielsen 1998;
Nielsen et al. 1998) or by modeling gene trees explicitly
(Liu and Pearl 2007). Whereas some of these approaches
are applicable to only small data sets, others have wider
applicability (see references in Table 1).
The most recent phase of species tree estimation has
introduced approaches that incorporate models of stochastic sorting of alleles due to drift into the process of
phylogenetic inference (Maddison and Knowles 2006; Liu
and Pearl 2007). These methods promise to produce robust
estimates of the species tree even in the face of extensive
and continuing persistence of ancestral polymorphism in
cases of no introgression. Maddison and Knowles (2006)
showed that the signal of a species phylogeny may persists
despite the lack of reciprocal monophyly and discordance
among loci, and this signal can be used to infer the species
tree using a parsimony criterion in which the species tree
that is favored is the one that minimizes the total number of
discordances summed over all gene trees. These authors
investigate the utility of using minimizing-deep coalescences method for phylogenetic reconstruction using

Table 1 Summary of methods that estimate species trees from gene trees or allele frequencies
Method (Reference)

Methodological
basis

Statistical
model?

Accounts for
error in gene
tree?

Yields species
tree branch
lengths?

Yields effective
population
sizes?

Applicable to
large data
sets?

Continuous characters (contml;
Felsenstein 1981)

Likelihood
(allele
frequencies)

Yes

N/A

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Probability of incongruence (Pamilo and Likelihood
Nei 1988; Wu 1991; Chen and Li
2001)
Minimum divergence (Takahata 1989)

Parametric

Yes

No

No

No

No

Infinite sites model (Nielsen 1998)

Likelihood

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

Fst method (Nielsen et al. 1998)

Likelihood

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

Genetree parsimony (Page and
Charleston 1997)

Parsimony

No

No

No

No

Yes

Deep coalescence (Maddison 1997;
Maddison and Knowles 2006)
SINE method (Waddell et al. 2001)

Parsimony

No

No

No

No

Yes

Likelihood

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Ancestral polymorphism (Hudson 1992; Likelihood
Waddell 2002)

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Gene tree probabilities (Carstens and
Knowles 2007a)

Likelihood

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

Yes

Bayesian Estimation of Species Trees
(BEST) (Liu and Pearl 2007)

Bayesian

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Maximum tree (Liu 2006)

Likelihood

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Rooted triple consensus
(Ewing et al. 2008)

Consensus

No

No

No

No

Yes

Sum and average criteria
(Seo et al. 2005)

Likelihood

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
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simulated datasets. However, a disadvantage of the deep
coalescent method is that it does not account for the error
in gene tree estimation. Other methods for estimating
species trees from gene trees do not use an explicit model
connecting gene to species trees but rather combine likelihoods of gene trees (Seo et al. 2005) or combine groups of
gene trees via consensus approaches (Ewing et al. 2008;
Table 1).
A hierarchical Bayesian method to estimate posterior
distribution of the species tree given multiple and independent gene trees was devised to address some of these
shortcomings (Edwards et al. 2007; Liu and Pearl 2007).
Like the deep coalescence approach, the Bayesian method
does not rely on concatenated datasets but instead estimates
gene tree distributions in a model in which gene trees are
partially correlated due to their common species tree history (Liu and Pearl 2007). This method is implemented in
the program Bayesian estimation of Species Trees (BEST)
and has been shown to perform well in simulations
(Edwards et al. 2007) and can now handle multiple alleles
per species (Belfiore et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2008).
The deep coalescence method of Maddison and Knowles (2006) has been applied to empirical datasets to
estimate the species tree when both incongruence among
gene trees and lack of reciprocal monophyly are present
(Carstens and Knowles 2007a). Carling and Brumfield
(2008) sampled a suit of 10 loci to investigate the phylogenetic relationship of four species of passerine buntings.
These authors successfully applied both phylogenetic and
population genetic (phylogeographic) methods to determine the species relationships and recovered the traditional
phylogeny that contradicts the mtDNA inference previously made with cytochrome b data.
Species delimitation
Another topic in the field of molecular phylogenetics that
has been recently influenced by population genetics, in
particular coalescent theory, is the recognition of new
species and the identification of species limits by using
molecular sequence data. Sites and Marshall (2003, 2004)
classified methods of species delimitation into tree-based
methods and non-tree-based methods, with the former
usually implying the need to recover reciprocally monophyletic clades between sister species. Hudson and Coyne
(2002) investigated the length of time it takes for a pair of
sister species to achieved reciprocal monophyly and suggested that not only species delimitation should not be
carried out exclusively with mitochondrial genes (due to its
smaller Ne) but also, they suggested that genealogical
species should allow for less than 100% monophyly for a
sample of loci it the entire genome. Knowles and Carstens
(2007a) proposed a new method that uses coalescent
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simulations to test hypotheses about species limits that
incorporates information from multiple loci without
requiring reciprocal monophyly from each locus. These
authors argue that species can be accurately identified with
nuclear genes even when very recently derived but species
delimitation cannot be done by simple visual inspection of
the gene trees. More importantly, sampling many loci as
well as multiple individuals has a substantial impact on
whether species can be delimited with these probabilistic
methods. When analyzed with only single loci such as
mtDNA (as in DNA barcoding programs), species and their
relationships may be overconfidently delimited, especially
in recent radiations when reciprocal monophyly is not
expected with nuclear genes, although further work is
needed here.

Conclusions
The modern incarnations of phylogeography and phylogenetics were both spawned in the mitochondrial era that
was greatly accelerated by the advent of PCR. But, as we
have discussed, these two fields diverged somewhat in the
1990s, we believe because of the adoption by phylogeographers of markers that were ill-suited to phylogenetics,
and—as we now know—possess a number of difficulties
for phylogeography as well. An increased ease of developing loci from focal species, as well as the large amounts
of sequence data made available in the era of whole genomes have begun to turn phylogeographers’ attention away
from microsatellites and toward sequence-based markers,
such as anonymous loci, introns or individual SNPs.
Sequence-based markers (including both linked and
unlinked SNPs) have enormous promise for placing mitochondrial and nuclear gene histories on common
mutational scales, and for mending the diverging technical
paths that phylogeography and phylogenetics took during
the 1990s. The use of sequence-based markers among
closely related populations of the same species presents
challenges; however, since recombination can render gene
trees uninformative and spurious, the diversity of analytical
approaches currently applied is partly a consequence of the
conflict between the gene tree legacy left by studies on
mtDNA and the unsuitability for many nuclear loci for
strict phylogenetic analysis.
The heterogeneity in genealogical histories that become
apparent upon most examinations of nuclear sequence data
among closely related species raises additional challenges
that theory is gradually beginning to address. Chief among
these are the advent of powerful approaches for estimating
species trees as distinct from gene trees. Coalescent theory
is making inroads to approaches far above the species
level, and it continues to provide a conceptual bridge for
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fruitful exchange between phylogeography and phylogenetics. Rapid advances in phylogeography and
phylogenetics will require researchers to confront the
rampant gene tree heterogeneity that is now the norm and
to continue the exchange of perspectives that has recently
been facilitated by sequence-based markers.
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